Abstract-For pulsed ultra-wideband (UWB) radios, a major challenge in receiver design is to collect sufficient energy from ultrashort pulses exposing to strong multipath scattering. We develop a UWB receiver structure along with low-complexity timing synchronization and data demodulation schemes based on noisy templates (NTs). The NT receiver enjoys full multipath diversity, and achieves asymptotically optimal detection performance with robustness to mistiming. The detection error performance of the NT receiver is analyzed and compared with that of RAKE receivers, under realistic channel and timing estimation errors. Insights on the design tradeoffs of NT versus RAKE reception are provided, using unifying metrics that capture the relative importance of various performance-critical factors of individual receivers. The NT receiver outperforms the RAKE with a limited number of fingers under practical operating conditions. Index Terms-Asymptotic optimality, noisy template (NT), pulsed ultra-wideband (UWB), RAKE, synchronization.
I. INTRODUCTION
U LTRA-WIDEBAND (UWB) technology has potential applications in short-range, high-rate wireless communications, as well as for low-power sensor networking. Conveying information over ultrashort pulses, UWB impulse radio (IR) transmission typically experiences a significant number of multipath components in the received signal resolvable at the nanosecond scale [1] . When ample multipath diversity can be properly collected, an ideal UWB receiver can attain highperformance detection with robustness to fading.
To collect the rich multipath diversity, UWB IR faces major challenges in simple timing synchronization and efficient data demodulation. For the well-established RAKE UWB receivers [1] , the detection performance critically depends on accurate estimation of channel tap coefficients and time delays [14] , [15] , which tends to be complex as it requires high sample rates [2] . Constrained by the affordable number of correlators, a practical RAKE can only capture a limited portion of the UWB signal energy [1] . An alterative receiver type is transmit reference (TR) based [3] - [5] . TR receivers enjoy full multipath diversity without expensive path-by-path channel estimation, and are robust to small timing offsets. However, large timing errors need to be compensated prior to TR detection [10] , and the error performance is subject to noise enhancement induced by the noise in the template. In this paper, we develop a UWB receiver structure that effects low-complexity receiver processing with sufficient energy capture. Key to this receiver design is a noisy template (NT) estimated from the received waveform during training and in the absence of channel or timing knowledge [6] , [7] . Adopting the NT in simple symbol-rate sliding correlators, we design low-complexity schemes for all receiver building blocks, including timing synchronization and coherent demodulation. NT-based timing and demodulation can attain optimal performance of an ideal (but unrealistic) receiver, when the training set is asymptotically large. Alternatively, we employ a decision directed (DD) scheme to improve template estimation during demodulation, which reduces training overhead and improves data rates. There are full-diversity UWB schemes that address either timing [6] - [8] or detection [11] , or both by employing non-zeromean signaling [9] . Our NT design, in contrast, offers a unified receiver structure that performs all reception tasks in a systematic manner amenable to implementation.
The second part of this paper focuses on comparisons of NT versus RAKE receivers. We analyze their detection error performances in practical UWB systems, subject to channel and timing estimation errors, as well as implementation constraints. RAKE performance under perfect channel knowledge has been well studied [13] , but limited analytic work has been done considering imperfect channel knowledge [14] , [15] . Recognizing that channel estimation errors can be viewed as additive noise to the perfect channel information, we quantify the noise effects exhibited in both receivers and provide unifying performance metrics that capture the relative importance of various performance-critical factors of individual receivers, which shed light on the design tradeoffs of NT versus RAKE reception.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the UWB IR system model. The NT and RAKE receivers are presented in Sections III and IV respectively, including both receiver design and bit-error rate (BER) evaluation. Section V provides in-depth comparison of NT versus RAKE reception via unifying analyses and corroborating simulations, taking into account practical channel and timing estimation errors. Concluding remarks follow in Section VI.
II. UWB SIGNAL AND SYSTEM MODELS
In UWB IR, every symbol is repeatedly transmitted over pulses , with one pulse per frame of frame duration . Each has ultrashort duration at the nanosecond scale. The transmit symbol-waveform is of duration , where with chip duration and represents time-hopping (TH) code employed for user separation. 
Signal
propagates through an -ray multipath channel with ray attenuations and delays satisfying . The timing information of interest refers to the first arrival time , which indicates the symbol boundary and has to be estimated prior to coherent symbol detection. Defining relative delays , the composite -long receive symbol-waveform is . The received waveform can be expressed by (2) where is zero-mean Gaussian noise with power spectral density (PSD) and bandwidth dictated by the low-pass front-end filter's cutoff frequency. We select to satisfy , such that the time support of is less than to avoid intersymbol interference. We consider a slow-varying fading channel, in which remains invariant over a burst but may change from burst to burst. In every burst of symbols, the first are pilot symbols used to obtain timing offset estimate and construct a reference template for subsequent correlation detection, while the remaining symbols convey information. Under perfect timing ( ), the optimal template for demodulation is , which is matched to the ideal receive-waveform that is dependent of the channel. An ideal symbol-rate receiver generates the decision statistic for as: . Denoting the average transmit signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by ( is the noise variance), we obtain the optimal output SNR ( ) per symbol, denoted by as , where captures the maximum energy from the channel. A practical UWB detector, however, is subject to inaccurate timing and imperfect estimation of , lowering the achievable . This paper focuses on the design of an asymptotically optimal NT receiver, and compares its effective with that of a RAKE receiver.
III. RECEIVER DESIGN USING NOISY TEMPLATES (NTs)

A. Low-Complexity NT Receiver Structure
We consider digital receiver processing based on samples formed at the output of a symbol-rate sliding correlator. Given a correlation template , the correlator output samples are
In the absence of timing knowledge, synchronization is possible by processing 's generated by either setting according to the receiver's clock [7] , or treating as candidate time shifts for as in a search algorithm [9] . After timing is recovered, symbol-by-symbol demodulation is performed by setting and using the resulting as the decision statistic for . A major challenge for a digital receiver is to construct a proper template needed to form in (3), which has to match the unknown channel-dependent receive-waveform in order to capture sufficient multipath energy. To this end, we design a receiver structure based on NTs to enable full multipath diversity at low complexity. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the functional blocks of an NT receiver include data-aided template/channel estimation for recovering the optimal , timing synchronization for finding , data demodulation for deciding 's, and an optional decision-directed (DD) feedback block for enhancing the accuracy of template estimation without sacrificing the transmission rate. The first-step template estimator employs a symbol-rate tapped delay line (TDL) that delays and averages symbol-long segments of to yield noisy yet asymptotically optimal , bypassing complicated path-by-path channel estimation. The ensuing synchronizer and demodulator are digital signal processors (DSPs) operating at the symbol rate, avoiding expensive pulse-rate sampling and processing. These UWB receiver processing blocks are elaborated next, along with evaluation of the detection performance.
B. Template Estimation Under Mistiming
For low-complexity means of recovering ideal templates for the correlator in (3), it is instrumental to start the transmission with a train of all-one pilot symbols, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Free of data modulation, the expectation of the received is given by . Because is noise free and matches perfectly, the ideal template should be proportional to . A -long period of according to the receiver's clock can be expressed by (4) Due to the periodicity of , can be estimated in practice from consecutive -long segments of by (5) where has zero-mean and variance . We term the channel-dependent as mistimed aggregate template (MAT), which is useful as a correlation template prior to timing. An estimate of the ideal template can be obtained by periodically extending every seconds, yielding an NT
The noise term of variance can be conceptually viewed as the NT estimation error. As , approaches the ideal template. It is worth pointing out that the operation in (5) can be carried out either digitally or in analog form, prior to timing. Analog approaches involve TDL units that store and delay symbol-long waveforms, avoiding the possibly high sampling rates. On the other hand, implementing the analog delay at symbol periods can be nontrivial; nevertheless, chips implementing analog delays from 20 to 1000 ns are available [17] .
C. Timing Synchronization
Synchronization follows MAT estimation. The NT receiver structure accommodates a number of (digital) synchronizers, whose timing performance can benefit from the energy capture capability of , or equivalently the MAT in (5). Here, we adopt a two-step timing procedure: a simple conditional ML (CML) estimator is first used to obtain a coarse timing offset estimate (TOE) in closed form, followed by a fine-resolution search algorithm operating locally around the coarse TOE.
The CML estimator relies on an effective training sequence that consists of two nonoverlapping subsets [7] : the first subset is of size , followed by the second one of size . From , energy detection can be used to effectively yield a coarse TOE in terms of integer multiples of the symbol period [7] . The residual timing offset falls within one symbol period, i.e., , which we subsequently estimate using symbol-rate samples generated from the MAT by . Noting that any -long segment of can only entail up to two consecutive symbols in the presence of timing offset, we can express as [7] (7)
As derived in [7] , the amplitude captures full multipath diversity. The scalar indicates the fraction of total energy captured by the interfering symbol that is present in only due to mistiming ( ); as such, approximates the normalized timing offset . The noise sample can be well approximated as Gaussian. The CML-based TOE can be obtained in closed-form as [7] (8)
where and are the input-ouput cross correlation for and , respectively. To improve the accuracy of the CML timing estimator in (8), a search-based timing algorithm can be carried out locally around at fine search steps. We suggest a search algorithm based on sample mean square (SMS), which relies on symbol-rate samples generated from the MAT at candidate time shifts that serve as the search points for estimating (9) Notice that the template is independent of , as it always matches to the received waveform that is determined by the unknown . In the noise-free case, the -long integration window in (9) encompasses exactly one symbol when ; hence, the amplitude of is given by the entire received symbol energy ; when , an interfering symbol appears in similar to (7), which on average contributes negatively to the amplitude of . Summarizing, the ensemble mean square peaks at . In practice, a consistent TOE arises by searching the peak amplitude of the sample square average that replaces ensemble mean square. The search can be performed locally around an initial obtained from the closed-form CML algorithm, while the search step size can be set flexibly to reflect the desired resolution-complexity tradeoff. Defining the search range as , the SMS algorithm is summarized as follows: (10) It is worth stressing that the NT receiver structure is not confined to any synchronizer. Besides CML and SMS, other existing synchronizers can also be used to recover without using the MAT or the specific training pattern for CML; e.g., [2] , [6] , [8] , and [9] . Regardless of the timing algorithm used, the NT receiver requires training to form the MAT as in (5), which will be used together with during demodulation.
D. Data Demodulation
After is recovered, a synchronized aggregate template (SAT) can be obtained from the MAT by simple circular shifting to yield (11) With (4) and (5), (11) is equivalent to , where is the residual timing error. Given , the SAT is an asymptotically optimal template for matching . Following (3), the demodulator generates the decision statistic for as (12) Decision is made by thresholding as . The MAT and SAT concept and their optimality can be illustrated via the unifying template in (6) . With reference to Fig. 2 , the noise-free waveform of is a -periodic extension of after being shifted by , thus always matching the received perfectly. The MAT is a period of according to the receiver's clock, see the -apart mistimed symbol boundaries (dashed vertical lines) at . The SAT is a period of according to the recovered ; see those -apart estimated symbol boundaries (dotted vertical lines) at . Both the MAT and the SAT capture full multipath diversity exhibited in . With noise variance , converges to the ideal template inversely linear to the training size ; meanwhile, the SAT approaches the unknown receive-waveform for .
E. Decision Directed (DD) Template Tracking
During demodulation, the SAT can be updated in the DD mode using decisions fed back to the template estimator [9] , [11] . Based on feedback bits, we have
DD-based template tracking provides more waveform averaging to alleviate the noise effect without sacrificing data rates for extra training. Assuming correct past decisions, the noise variance of the SAT is reduced from to .
F. Evaluation of Decision Statistic and BER Performance
Recalling (2) and (6), we examine in detail the decision statistic in (12) as shown in (14) at the bottom of the page, where indicates the portion of energy captured by the desired symbol , determined by the timing error . The noise sample contains two noise terms and one noise-noise term contributed from both and the noisy , given by (15) This composite noise can be shown to be well approximated as zero-mean Gaussian with noise variance given by (16) Depending on whether in (14) have identical or opposite signs, the BER conditioned on , which relies on the underlying realization of , is given by [7] ( 17) where is the complementary error function.
IV. RAKE RECEIVER
To benchmark the NT receiver, we consider the widely studied RAKE which employs fingers to collect multipath energy from the channel taps. Under the practical constraint in the UWB regime, we consider a selective RAKE termed SC/MRC- [12] , whose branches are matched to the strongest channel taps and the branch outputs are combined via maximum ratio combining (MRC). We focus on BER evaluation and express the templates of the RF chains by a single equivalent -finger template as follows: (18) where is the set of strongest channel taps, are channel parameter estimates, with estimation errors denoted by and . The additive term is the template noise induced by channel estimation errors, playing a similar role as in (6) 
A. Unifying Output-SNR and BER Expressions
We now compare the detection performance of NT versus RAKE under practical timing and channel estimation errors. To this end, we put their respective BER expressions in (17) and (21) in a unifying form , where denotes the effective conditioned on channel realizations . With reference to the ideal , a realistic receiver is subject to imperfect timing and channel information. As such, the of any receiver can be unified by , where , , and denote the penalty due to imperfect multipath energy capture, timing errors, and noise-induced channel amplitude estimation errors, respectively.
From (17), the worst case (corresponding to ) of the NT receiver can be expressed by (22) Similarly, the of the RAKE can be expressed as
These performance metrics , and are summarized for NT and RAKE in Table I . Notice that the noise effect shows up not only in NT due to the noisy template, but also in RAKE due to the imperfect template in the presence of noise-induced amplitude estimation errors in RAKE fingers.
Next, we verify the analytic expressions and compare the average BER over a large number of channel realizations, adopting a realistic CM1 indoor channel model measured by the IEEE 802.15.3 group [16] . The pulse is the second-derivative Gaussian monocycle with ns, and the transmitter parameters in (2) are set to , ns, and ns.
B. Asymptotic Performance
When SNR and/or training are sufficiently large, both RAKE and NT receivers can acquire accurate timing and channel information, i.e., in NT and in RAKE. The asymptotic are
Clearly, the asymptotic of both receivers can be expressed by , which is determined by the energy capture capability. While the NT always captures full diversity , the RAKE with is bounded by . In a dense multipath environment (large ), a large is required in order to achieve satisfactory error performance. When under implementation constraints, the RAKE is suboptimal even for high SNR (
) and large training ( ).
C. Small Timing Error Case
We compare the in a practical SNR region in order to identify performance-critical factors of the two receivers under (19) realistic timing and channel estimation errors. We start with the case where both receivers achieve pulse-level synchronization, which means that the residual timing errors are less than .
1) NT Receiver:
The of the NT receiver is affected by parameters , and the bandwidth-time (BT) product , giving rise to the following observations.
• Effect of timing error : Mistiming affects via the channel-dependent . It is apparent from that the delays of all captured taps are inherently recovered by the NT perfectly, whereas timing error only exhibits in the estimated symbol boundaries. Even if is nontrivial, as long as it is much smaller than a symbol period, e.g., and is large, then can be quite close to 1 to incur little penalty. Especially for , one has . Fig. 3 plots the simulated BER under mistiming. All BER curves are quite close to the perfect timing case, confirming the robustness of the NT receiver to timing errors even up to the frame level.
• Effect of training and transmission BT via : In NT, the noise enhancement effect can be quantified by the ratio . To combat the noise effect, effective means include increasing the transmission duty cycle (smaller ) and training more (larger ). Note that can be large for UWB IR with low duty cycle transmission (small ). Reducing favors increasing the data rate to reduce , while maintaining a large to retain diversity order. Increasing can be effected by more training at the expense of data rates, or alternatively by employing DD tracking of the NT without sacrificing transmission rates. Fig. 4 depicts the simulated BERs using a slidingwindow version of DD [11] . Even in the presence of past decision errors, the BER curve corresponding to the combined and setup is quite close to that of , and improves over that of without DD. Simpler DD variants such as recursive DD and LMS DD are available [11] .
2) RAKE Receiver:
The for the RAKE is affected by , , and , discussed as follows.
• Effect of training : The amount of training is a dominating factor in the noise effect that quantifies the impact of imperfect , and indirectly affects the mistiming effect via the accuracy of . We observe from Table I that the noise effect of the RAKE can be efficiently reduced by a moderately large satisfying , as long as energy capture is adequate, i.e., .
• Effect of timing errors
: The RAKE is subject to timing errors of all taps, and the effect depends on the shape of via its autocorrelation . Because has very narrow nonzero support, timing synchronization constitutes the major challenge for the RAKE, and the autocorrelation property of needs to be judiciously designed to lessen stringent timing requirements. As shown in Fig. 5 , BER of the RAKE degrades drastically as increase, and becomes intolerable when the maximum error is mere .
• Effect of : As discussed in Section V-B, is a dominating factor of RAKE's multipath energy capture capability that determines asymptotic . In a practical SNR region, also affects the noise effect , but plays a smaller role than does. In general, a larger leads to larger , and thus better BER. Even so, in practice, an intricacy arises when nonideal timing and channel estimation has to be performed with a limited . As increases to exceed a proper range, more estimation errors accumulate, which may offset the benefits of employing a large number of RAKE fingers. An example is shown in Fig. 6 , where the RAKE with is inferior to in the interested SNR region. 3) NT Versus RAKE Comparisons: So far, we have identified important system design parameters for both receivers. The error performance of the NT relies on and , while that of the RAKE depends on , , , and . To shed light on the relative importance of these factors, we conduct comparative simulations. In Fig. 6 , and are fixed, and the optimal ML timing and channel estimation algorithm in [2] is used for RAKE. The following observations arise. a) BERs can be most effectively improved by increasing for the NT, and differently by increasing (within a proper range) for the RAKE. b) The NT requires more training in order to be competitive in BER to a RAKE with a large . The basic tradeoff is energy capture versus noise effect ; the former favors the NT, while the latter favors the RAKE. c) Asymptotically, the BER of the NT reaches the optimal value, while that of the RAKE is limited by . As a result, all BER curves of the NT exhibit sharper descending slopes than the RAKE as SNR increases, which confirms that NT asymptotically outperforms RAKE.
D. Large Timing Error Case
Pulse-level synchronization requires fine search at very high (sub)pulse rates. To alleviate the burden on timing, a UWB radio may opt to low-cost coarse synchronization, where the timing estimation error can reach the frame level. It is thus critical to employ demodulators with robustness to mistiming. The RAKE receiver fails to operate when . In contrast, NT-based demodulation (Section III-D) can tolerate moderate timing errors. Fig. 3 plots the BER curves corresponding to and . Both curves are quite close, suggesting that the NT is robust to nontrivial timing errors (up to several frames). Fig. 3 also shows the CML timing algorithm in Section III-C without refinement via SMS, which is simple to implement with a closed-form solution obtained from symbol-rate samples. The resulting BER of CML timing alone exhibits a small gap from the lower bound (perfect timing), confirming the robustness of the NT to mistiming.
VI. CONCLUSION
We developed a UWB receiver capable of collecting full multipath diversity with low-complexity synchronization and data demodulation. The cornerstone is a NT constructed in the absence of timing or channel information, which enables asymptotically optimal timing and detection performances and bypasses tap-by-tap channel estimation.
We also unified performance comparison of NT versus RAKE receivers under practical conditions. For low-cost UWB communication systems in which reliable data recovery matters more than ultra-fine timing, the NT receiver is preferred considering its timing tolerances to even frame-level synchronization errors. When fine-resolution time search can be afforded, NT-based synchronizers also work well thanks to full multipath diversity collected prior to timing. Finally, the negative noise effect experienced by the NT receiver can be effectively alleviated by DD schemes, without sacrificing transmission rates.
